DON'T BE COURTEOUS

IT'S AS EASY AS...

A Always Card In

B Before you go-LOOK! Enter only on Green

C Caution-Only one person at a time entering the SlimLane

Using your Security Entrance Lane Is As Easy As...

A • B • C

Caution! These SlimLane Security Entrance Lanes have been installed to provide increased security—use them only as directed to avoid possible injury to person or property damage.

www.automatic-systems.com
THE RIGHT WAY...

1. The Right Way Is So Easy...
   ...Just Remember Your A-B-C's
   A. Always Card In
   B. Before you go-LOOK!
   C. Caution- Only one person at a time entering the SlimLane

2. DON’T TAILGATE

3. ONLY ONE IN A LANE